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There was a break during this session, I did not note the times, during which I did some dishes and 
work in the kitchen and then came right back to the session. 

Let's probe that flying vehicle, locate it and tap around on its outside on already located areas: It 
goes around, and there is a person in there and the person is screaming "Yeee!!!" excited! Who is 
that person: It is a child who likes to eat candy. Leave the person for now and probe the aircraft 
element on its outside: I find myself at the cave entrance, that U-shape arches up above me and is 
large and the entrance is just a black surface. Probe the black upside down U-shape: It smells in here 
like charcoal or powder nugget granules of explosives, like fire crackers smell. We are high up in the 
air here, the wind is blowing like it only does high up above. A vehicle flew right underneath it and 
made a "swwwwsshh" sound as it flew by. There is a red and white striped folding chair here and a 
person is sitting on it with one ankle propped up on the other leg's knee. 

Locate a person sitting on the folding chair: The person rises to get up from the chair to stand up 
now. The person is traveling forward but without moving its legs, there is travel and motion forward 
into the direction that this standing person is facing, but the person stands still itself. The person is 
traveling through the air up above. The person has old-fashioned style roller skates on its feet. We 
don't want to fall down, so we are paragliding first, above the canyon. 

Inspect the vehicle closely: I find the golden metal cap or dome roof again. People are riding 
underneath the golden cap rotating counterclockwise if seen from above downwards to it. The 
people ride around and then the people go a bump hill UP and back down again in the trajectory. 

10:11 PM End RV. I could have and should have probed a lot more, I did not work enough on this 
target, but it is late and I am sleepy. I will now do the checklist. 

10:29 PM I have written the checklist and can now look at what the target picture is. 

Well, not so good. We are not high up above the air with a mountain range below us, but we do 
indeed have lots of people that are sitting on chairs. Strange. I can only admit that there is a lot of 
error in this report? Where did I get all this travel from? The spinning around? The golden cap? I do 
not hold it against my RV ability since here was no tasker and I do remarkably well on tasked RV 
targets. I also have enough of good sessions to wonder if when it "goes wrong" the target might be 
telling me something else that it finds to be more important than what we see on the photograph 
itself. Oh well, it is one of those puzzling sessions. 
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10:34 PM End session. 

10:38 PM Resume notes: Oh no! Oh no oh no! It often takes me a while to look at a target image 
closer! The table is shaped precisely like the wing I had! And people are right there sitting on chairs! 
So not so bad after all. It is just a matter of figuring out to trust the RV mind and to see how it 
works, because it does the job. 10:39 PM End notes. 

ELEMENTS

2. IE. Several dark gray rocks that fall down a short distance from above the ground, falling to land 
on the ground, with the sound of some rocks tumbling. Several small rocks tumble down the 
mountain wall slope, making the sound of little rocks and gravel sliding tumbling down the 
mountain side. 

IE. We are high up on high elevation in a tower or on a mountain top. 

IE. A small red airplane which is red with white patches on its wings. 
T. It contains a fluid. 
D. It spins around itself while keeping its altitude, and while it spins it has a wobble in that it leans 
one way then the other and so it goes. 
SI. It spins around in the horisontal plane like a jo-jo. 
P. Underneath the right-side wing are like supporting beams three of them like if this were a kite. 
There is a chair in the center of the airplane, to the left from the right-side wing. So there is a chair 
in the top center of this device and the device spins around and around counter-clockwise if we look 
down to it from above and a person can sit in the chair and the chair too follows a path around and 
around. Is flying and swaying. 

IE. A huge vista, brown ravine gorge that we are looking down across in the landscape below, with 
brown sharp tall mountain top ridges on either side left and right. 

IE. There is a tunnel or cave entrance at some elevation, on the right side. 
D. It tells us that we have to look up instead, and up there is something that is spinning around and 
around very fast in the sky. 

SE. A man holds on to a wire and he lowers himself from the helicopter. 
SI. This man or another man stands on the airplane wing as an X kind of in a victorious or showing 
off pose. 
T. When tapping on the man lowering below the airplane, it tells us to point our attention to above 
to the spinning airplane/helicopter element instead. 

SE. There is a chair up in the air and a person is sitting in the chair and the chair is riding this time 



like a roller coaster, ups and downs. Earlier the chair with the person was seen rotating around and 
around counter clockwise (if look downward from above). 

IE or SE. Red and white striped folding chair on which a man is sitting with one ankle propped up on 
the knee of the other leg. 

IE or SE. The human who is sitting on the red and white striped folding chair, if not the same as one 
of the other humans. 
T. This red and white striped folding chair is traveling with the man sitting on the chair. So we do 
have a traveling chair with a passenger sitting on it. 
P. There is positive cheerful excitement felt in the tummy when traveling. 

3. SE. There is a golden shiny metal dome that is a rooftop or the top of a tower up on the left side 
mountain, we can see it if we ride on the folding chair. People are riding underneath the golden cap 
around in circles counterclockwise if seen downward from above. 

SE. Movement of the people on the chairs, the wobble of the rotation seems to be the little ups and 
downs along the path trajectory, the people are enjoying and feeling positive about it. 

SAME AS

Airplane wing shapes is same shape and feel as the dark cave entrance. 


